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The Solar System - facts around phenomenon 

Students iterated Solar system by using VR-videos and then they have chosen
topics they were interested in. They got to know about coding CoEduspaces and
made their own presentations about the topic they were interested in. 

Topic 1 - Activity 1.3 : Solar System

Säynätsalo - Merja Jokinen 

Learning the dimensions and structure of the universe.
Learning to mode. 
Support students learning by using VR and AR-technologies.
Practice coding.
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ACTIVITY SCOPE 

ACTIVITY STATEMENT 

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION 

7th grade students reviewed their knowledge about the Solar System and its phenomenons.
First they described it on paper by drawing/writing what they remembered about the Solar
System and how they explained the reasons of the length of day/month/year and why we
have different seasons on Earth. Then they watched VR-video about the Solar System and
read texts about the task. Then they choose a task they would like to know more things
about and described it to other students by CoEduSpaces. They were given a basic lesson
about coding in CoEduSpaces and after that they made their presentations and showed
them to each other. Topics they chose were Planets in the Solar System, Gravity, Moon
flights, Northern lights.

Students were told to draw or explain in a sheet: Solar System, definition of
day/month/year using celestial objects.
They watched app "Solar Walk Lite - Planetarium 3D" and we discussed about the model
they had in about Solar System. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?
id=com.vitotechnology.SolarWalkLite&hl=fi

1.

2.

How would you make your presentation about the topic you are interested in more cool by
using AR-technology. 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.vitotechnology.SolarWalkLite&hl=fi


3. Students had an introduction about how to code in CoEduSpaces and everyone tried it.
4. Students made groups of 2-3 and decided the topic to create the basis for the presentation.
5. Coding in CoEduSpaces.
6. Presentations to others.
7. Getting feedback from other students.
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RESOURCES 

Mobile phones
Cardboards/VR-classes
Chromebooks

STUDENTS' EVALUATION 

Group evaluation. After presentations they got feedback from the group.

BIBLIOGRAPHY 

Moonflights: 
https://cospac.es/4Ymf 
https://cospac.es/fzyy

Planets
https://cospac.es/2328 
https://cospac.es/ZyHv 

 https://cospac.es/EXPs

https://cospac.es/4Ymf
https://cospac.es/fzyy
https://cospac.es/2328
https://cospac.es/ZyHv
https://cospac.es/EXPs
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Gravity: 
https://cospac.es/2L1w

Northern lights: 
https://cospac.es/2IBB

Games:
https://cospac.es/bKzq          
https://cospac.es/uaIM
https://cospac.es/EXPs

SCALABILITY

Slight coding skills are needed. Primary school children could watch virtual presentations.

MORE INFORMATION 

Time-demanding process.

FLOW IMPLEMENTATION 

Learn basic facts about solar system using VR materials.
Planning the input for CoEduSpaces.
Learn how to code in CoEduSpaces.
Make your code.
Presentation to others.
Peer review from other students.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

"This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This document reflects the views only of the author, and the
commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein."
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